
Working with AquaBord   Robin Poteet

AquaBord is a clay coated hardboard surface by the company, Ampersand.

CHARACTERISTICS:  
• Archival and Acid Free
• Thin clay surface on masonite
• Slightly textured surface. They compare it to cold press paper, but it seems slightly smoother
• Very forgiving. You can lift easily and even wash the entire board back to the white paper   (staining 

colors may leave a ghost image)
• Bright white surface
• Durable. The surface doesn’t deteriorate with repeated scrubbing. 
• Will take masking fluid. An xacto knife WILL scratch the surface though, so use caution if cutting.
• Glazes beautifully (with practice!)
• Comes in STANDARD sizes, so you can use a ready-made frame AND you don’t need a mat
   or glass!  NOTE: they make a full-sheet size (22 x 30”), but that is NOT a standard frame size.

DRAWBACKS:
•  Expense  ($25 for a full sheet compared to about $5 for watercolor paper)
•  Some watercolor societies don’t accept it in shows
•  Is a more difficult surface for making large smooth washes
•  Should be stored flat and be careful about scratching the surface
•  Doesn’t necessarily lift completely back to the clean white of the surface

TIPS FOR USING:
• “Flush” the surface before you begin, by applying a wash of clean water. This releases air bubbles that 

are trapped in the clay surface.  Any area that is wet takes on a beige color. This will disappear as the 
surface dries.

• When dry, draw your image with a graphite pencil, just as you would on regular paper. You can use a 
kneaded eraser or other soft eraser. Note: pencil lines may show through, just as they do with 
transparent w/c on paper. Sometimes a white eraser will help remove them if you find them distracting.

• You can wet, re-wet and work on small areas at a time
• Let pigment completely dry before applying glazes of color overtop, and don’t overwork those glazes.
• Protect the finished painting with several coats of a non-yellowing varnish, such as Krylon UV Archival 

Varnish.



Working with Watercolor Ground       Robin Poteet

     If you like the idea of being able to paint watercolors on non-traditional surfaces such as wood panels, 
canvas, even metal, then experimenting with watercolor ground is well worth the effort! It’s used as a 
primer on the substrate you intend to paint on, and once dry, it provides a very forgiving, versatile paintable 
surface.
    By applying a fixative/varnish at the very end, you are able preserve your painting without the need for 
glass.

CHARACERISTICS:
• Thick, brushable paste-like liquid that come in jars from 4 oz to 32 oz in size.
• Available from several major brands
• Available in transparent, white (which is made with titanium white), plus several tinted colors
• You can tint it yourself with watercolors when you apply it.
• Brush it on, then let it dry (cure) at least 24 hours before you begin to draw or paint
• It’s very easy to lighten and lift pigment as you paint as well as when the paint is dry
• One coat usually provides enough coverage, unless you are working on an absorbent surface

DRAWBACKS:
• Relatively expensive for the amount of coverage per jar
• Depending on the surface you are applying this to, “transparent” ground may show some slightly milky 

spots
• White ground is billed as being similar to cold press paper, but I find it much rougher when it dries. You 

can reduce the roughness by gently sanding the dry surface before you begin paint

TIPS FOR USING:
• Though some manufacturer’s say you can dilute the ground up to 10% with water, when applying. I find 

it’s best, at least on the initial application, to use it full strength.
• Apply ground with a soft synthetic brush, or a coarser brush if you want texture. Wash your brush 

immediately afterwards. (Don’t use your good brushes!)
• Masking fluid works quite well on this surface
• White ground can be reapplied over painted surfaces to “fix” areas that you can’t lift out or want to paint 

over. (just remember to allow drying time)
• Generally, you need less water and more pigment in your application of paint
• I find it a bit more difficult to achieve crisp edges as I paint, but this is not necessarily a drawback. Using 

less water when you apply your paint can help
• Because it does lift easily, let the underlying pigment dry before adding additional paint overtop.
• Use a fixative such as Krylon UV Protective Matte Varnish. Apply several light coats, letting the fixative 

dry in between coats.


